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TL;DR
INTRODUCING ALL COACH CALLS
BI-MONTHLY ZOOM CALLS TO CONNECT, COLLABORATE, AND GROW AS
A TEAM OF COACHES. A COMMON STRUGGLE IS FEELING LIKE YOU'RE
ON AN ISLAND - WE'RE ALL IN THIS TOGETHER. WE WANT YOUR
WORK WITH HAPPYFEET LEGENDS TO MAKE YOU A BETTER COACH AND PERSON.
SOMETHING TO CONSIDER:
WE'RE DEVELOPING OUR PLAYERS INTO BRAVE, CREATIVE, LEADERS.
HAVE YOU CONSIDERED ALL OF THE TINY MOMENTS THAT IMPACT
THAT MISSION? WE DON'T KNOW WHAT THEIR FUTURE HOLDS, BUT
WE KNOW WE CAN MAKE TINY INVESTMENTS NOW TO PREPARE
THEM FOR THOSE MOMENTS IN THE FUTURE.
WHAT IF EACH PLAYER HAD 2% MORE BRAVERY, CREATIVITY, AND
LEADERSHIP SKILLS TO GUIDE THEM THROUGH LIFE?
COACH YOURSELF!
WHAT IF YOU HAD 2% MORE? HOW WOULD THAT
IMPACT YOUR LIFE?
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OUR MISSION
One of the most common struggles in
coaching is battling the feeling of "being on
an island."
We want to be an organization that builds a
healthy team - in a healthy team, the
teammates are known, and they're moving
in a unified direction.
We want you to have an enjoyable coaching
experience where you are developing as a
coach, as a professional, and as a person.
Our mission is to develop Brave, Creative
Leaders in our players - but that starts by
having Brave, Creative Leaders on our
coaching team.
We want to equip you to be a great coach.
We also want to equip you to be successful
in whatever you do next. The standards
and expectations we set for coaches will
serve you well in coaching, and wherever
your career journey leads you.
Have ideas? Let us know. We want to
know how we can make our training,
meetings, and coach development more
meaningful to you!

RIPPLE EFFECT

SOMETHING TO CONSIDER
AS A COACH:
Consider the Ripple Effect your work can have on the world. Don't
forget: every. single. person. you coach is in the middle of a story that
you can't always see on the surface.
We don't know what the future holds (precisely) for these children. But,
we do know that they will experience challenging times, they will be
tested, they will experience failure and hardship... they will need the
ability to problem solve, to take calculated risks, to be steady in
uncertain times, and to have the inner strength to make decisions, to
act, and to lead.
I don't know exactly where you're at right now. And, the truth is
that things aren't always exactly as they appear. Some of you may be
going through some difficult situations. You might have some
challenges you're facing at school, at work, with family or personal
relationships. Or, things might be going great - and you're on the verge
of some big breakthroughs, successes, or big decisions about your
future career.
But, here's my question for you: what would your situation look like
if you had 2% more bravery, creativity, or leadership skills?
Imagine it - the difficult season you're going through, or the big
decisions you're making - all with a slightly stronger self-concept and
confidence. Imagine, just a little more inner strength to speak up, to
ask the question, to make the statement, to decide and move forward.
I know for me I would give a lot for just 2% more of that. I think
about my responsibilities and opportunities in my work and community
- could we have an even bigger impact if I had 2% more. Or in my
personal life, what relationships would be improved, or how could I
have helped the lives of those around me if I had 2% more.
I get excited about that - and that's why we want to be a
team of people who push themselves to grow in the same
areas we are trying to grow the children in our programs.

RIPPLE EFFECT

SOMETHING TO CONSIDER
AS A COACH:
So for the kiddos...we may not know exactly what challenges they will
face down the road, but we know that we can make the tiny, little
investments now to prepare them for those moments in the
future.
You might think it's no big deal to show a child a little extra attention, or
offer encouragement as they try to balance with one foot on the ball or jump all the way over the ball! But, what might that lead to?
And, from a customer service point of view...what if your warm
welcome, friendly smile, or introducing yourself to the child and family
is what keeps them coming back for one more session. Where might it
lead?
Now, of course, some people in the world might scoff at this, roll their
eyes, and write it off as philosophical fluff. But, you know what...let
them. Because that isn't us. I know it's not me. This is the stuff that
lights me up - both in coaching players, coaching coaches, and leading a
team. I know that every day, the tiny decisions I make and the small
actions I muster up the courage to take, are transforming my future.
So, I invite you to join us. Let's be the soccer and child development
coaches that think through the ripple effect of every little action.
Let's get serious about how we greet our families, how we give out high
fives, what we wear, how we talk, when we show up, how we say thank
you, how we celebrate the tiniest of successes. These are all the ways
we transform our work from just coaching a game, to improving
the world.

ACTION STEPS
Like any good coach, who helps their team learn
through hearing AND doing, let’s pick some
action steps.
I want each of us to think about the entire
interaction with families during one of the
sessions you coach. What is your favorite part?
What is the specific moment that you try to
really connect with a child or their family?
And, lastly, yourself. Where can you be a better
coach to yourself. I tell my Lady Legends team all
the time: coach yourself! Take a little time to
reflect on your life right now. Where do you
need that extra 2% of bravery, creativity, or
leadership? Then, coach yourself. Talk yourself
through it as if you were coaching one of your
players...that's often all it takes to push us over
the edge into positive action.
Take some time to reflect on these - and let's see
how we can continue to grow into brave, creative
leaders.
WE WANT TO HEAR. Send me and your Director
a message about what you're working on - or
where you're going to try and coach yourself up.
Matt Holdaway
matt@nwahappyfeet.com
479-685-7331
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Congrats to Sarah Franks
for winning the HappyFeet
SWAG sweatshirt!
Shoutout to the following coaches
for joining the call!
Ellie Mobley Nashville
Jason Miller Nashville
Nicole Walker Nashville
Eric Powers NW Arkansas
Luna Ayala NW Arkansas
Oswaldo Gomez NW Arkansas
Sean Sebecks NW Arkansas
Jenna Swope Springfield
Kaitlyn Pratt Springfield
Kali Claussen Springfield
Lauren Schmickley Springfield
Mia Headley Springfield
Sarah Franks Springfield
Walker Serrano Springfield

CHECK
IT
OUT
Congrats to Jason Miller for this
awesome parent review:
"Hi Matt My son is in your Legends soccer program in
BRENTWOOD, TN. I’ve been very impressed with your
trainers and culture. They go the extra mile in helping
the kids develop skills. We are just leaving but Jason
Miller spent an extra 30 mins working one on one with
my son. As a business owner myself, I asked him why
all the coaches seem so great. He said a big part of it
is the culture you have created. Again, very thankful!"

Don't forget to checkout (and share)
our newly updated websites!
www.happyfeetnashville.com
www.nwahappyfeet.com
www.springfieldhappyfeet.com

